Keeping track: the function of the current state buffer.
The Current State Buffer has been proposed to account for our ability to keep track of significant stimuli in our immediate environment. The three experiments reported here were designed to test the independence of the Current State Buffer from the established components of Working Memory. Pre-schoolers were used in order to minimize the possible interference of other memory structures and complex strategies on the part of the subjects, thus allowing a cleaner test of the hypotheses. In the experiments, 180 pre-schoolers watched an Emu glove puppet tidy away toys into receptacles (the 'Tidy Emu Paradigm'), such that the number of pairings just exceeded their capacity for recall of the locations of toys in receptacles. We take this task to be a prototypical visuospatial Working Memory task. In the Object condition of Experiment 1, a Teddy was an object and was tidied away with the other toys. In the Character condition the Teddy was an animated character who interacted with the children and then went to sleep in one of the receptacles. Where Teddy was a character, all children remembered his location even though they had not been asked to; when he was an object only half of the children were correct despite explicit instructions to remember. More crucially, the location of the other toys was better recalled for children in the Character condition than those in the Object condition. These data are taken as evidence for the independence of the Current State Buffer from the Visuospatial Sketchpad. Other explanations, such as a von Restorff effect, are considered, and Experiments 2 and 3 test and reject these as possibilities.